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03rd December 2021 

HEADLINES 
POLITICS; 
-Keep off Congo’s 
resources, Gen Muntu 
pleads with UPDF. 
 
ENERGY NEWS; 
-Shs260b lost in two 
years  due to theft of 
electricity assets. 
 
NATIONAL; 
-We won’t support 
UPDF operations in 
DRC. 
 
EDUCATION; 
-Parliament gives govt 
green light to use 
$90m for secondary 
school expansion. 
 
COURT; 
-Court orders state to 
produce Sheikh 
Kirevu’s widows. 
 
GRAFT; 
-Doctor on the spot for 
allegedly extorting 
money from patients. 
 
BUSINESS; 
-Airlines stare at fresh 
storm as new Corona 
variant emerges. 
 
SPORTS; 
-Ronaldo’s brace 
inspires Man Utd to 
victory over Arsenal. 
 
This review is prepared by the 
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POLITICAL. 
Keep off Congo’s resources, Gen Muntu pleads with UPDF; the President 
of the Alliance for National Transformation Gen. Mugisha Muntu has implored 
the Ugandan army operating in the Democratic Republic of Congo-DR Congo 
to focus on the operation. Story 
 
ENERGY NEWS; 
Shs260b lost in two years  due to theft of electricity assets; government 
has in the last two years lost more than Shs260b due to vandalism of electricity 
infrastructure, according to Energy Minister Ruth Nankabirwa. Story 
 
NATIONAL;  
We won’t support UPDF operations in DRC; the UN Stabilization Mission in 
the DR Congo will not support the joint Uganda-DR Congo operations against 
the ADF rebels. MONUSCO public relations officer Mathias Gillman said. 
Story 
 
EDUCATION; 
Parliament gives govt green light to use $90m for secondary school 
expansion; Parliament has cleared Government to construct secondary 
schools using its IMF special drawing rights allocation valued at approximately 
$90 million. Story 
 
COURT; 
Court orders state to produce Sheikh Kirevu’s widows; security have up to 
December 6th, 2021 to produce the widows of the late Sheikh Abas 
Muhammad Kirevu before High Court Judge Musa Ssekaana. Story 
 
GRAFT; 
Doctor on the spot for allegedly extorting money from patients; a doctor 
attached to Amach health centre IV is in trouble for allegedly extorting money 
from patients. Dr. Pius Omach, who doubles as a surgeon at the facility is 
being accused of demanding money from patients before they can be operated 
on. Story 
 
BUSINESS; 
Airlines stare at fresh storm as new Corona variant emerges; Airlines, 
including national carrier Kenya Airways, are staring at a slowdown in business 
ahead of the festive season as nations impose new travel restrictions on South 
Africa and seven other countries due to a highly infectious new coronavirus 
strain. Story 
 
SPORTS; 
Ronaldo’s brace inspires Man Utd to victory over Arsenal; Cristiano Ronaldo 
scored twice as Manchester United secured a 3-2 comeback win in a thrilling contest 

against Arsenal at Old Trafford. Story 
                              
And finally; Twitter shuts 3,000 propaganda accounts in Uganda, five other 
countries; Twitter on Thursday said it had shut down nearly 3,500 accounts that were 
posting pro-government propaganda in six countries, including Uganda, China, and 

Russia. Story 

 

Today’s scripture; Isaiah 40:31 
ESKOMorningquote; “But those who hope in the Lord will renew their strength. 
They will soar on wings like eagles; they will run and not grow weary; they will 
walk and not be faint.”  
Visit our Facebook page;  http://www.facebook.com/EskomUgandaLtd  
Follow Us on Twitter; @Eskomug  
Follow the Managing Director/CEO; @Eskom_MD                                      
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